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Overview

Computation in the face of uncertainty:

I do the best that you can with uncertain/imprecise
input...identify what is possible/certain in the output

I try to reduce uncertainty by adaptively reducing its source
(“search” input space, hybrid algorithms..)

I anticipate (model) change, and design algorithms to respond
efficiently (kinetic data structures.)

I recognize that the impact/tolerance of uncertainty is often
non-uniform...resource demands are often related to
congestion
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Overview

I want to focus on location uncertainty that arises from the motion
of (small) entities.

Much of the work builds on more-or-less realistic models of
motion, and concentrates on efficient strategies for updating the
model with a view towards maintaining an accurate description of
some abstraction of the true configuration of the entities at
specific points in time.

Differences relate to the extent the nature of the abstract
configuration is integrated into the motion model.
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Reducing uncertainty: regular sampling/reporting



Reducing uncertainty: exploit/anticipate flightplan updates



Overview

Basic assumptions underlying our approach:
I motion is continuous and speed-bounded,

I so, our knowledge about the location of entities degrades
smoothly with time

I the acquisition of location information is expensive and
time-consuming

I so, even with precise location updates, we are faced at any
moment in time with an arrangement of uncertainty regions.

I reducing the potential for congestion can limit the impact of
uncertainty
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The question...

How should we allocate a limited query (location update) budget
to ensure that the resulting arrangement is as benign as possible?



Example 1: Pre-computation to support efficient
completion at future time .

I entities are moving points whose relative position we wish to
determine at some future time (eg. triangulate or sort)

I how can we minimize the computation that remains at the
target time?
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Example 2: Channel assignment for moving broadcast
sources.

I entities have some associated broadcast range

I two entities with overlapping ranges must be assigned distinct
channels

I when entities live in uncertainty regions the size of their
potential broadcast range is increased.

I we want to minimize the total number of distinct channels.
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Example 3: Minimizing potential collision/congestion.

Special treatment might be required for agents whose uncertainty
regions

I overlap those of many other agents (of specified type/colour)

I overlap a small region, together with many others

We want to monitor agents, with the goal of

I minimizing such potential overlap/co-location, or

I maximizing the number of agents whose location is not
threatening in this way
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Two (or more) moving points
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Measures of congestion/interference

The examples motivate/suggest different notions of congestion
that we may wish to minimize:

I the number of combinatorially distinct entity configurations
consistent with the arrangement of uncertainty regions

I the maximum ply of the arrangement of uncertainty regions

I the maximum degree of nodes in the intersection graph of the
uncertainty regions

I the chromatic number of the arrangement of uncertainty
regions

I differentiated (coloured) versions of the above...
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Our goal

Develop query strategies, operating within budget constraints, that
promise to minimize the potential for congestion by minimizing
some/all of these measures.



Competitive analysis

Standard worst-case analysis provides little insight: some
trajectories will make high congestion unavoidable for all query
strategies.

Our hope is to be competitive with fully informed strategies:
those that know the trajectories all all entities.

I such strategies are non-deterministic and realize what we refer
to as the intrinsic potential congestion of the entities.
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Evaluation frameworks

We have studied the minimization of congestion measures in two
different frameworks:

I single-shot minimization – minimize congestion at one fixed
point (target time) in the future. Important factors include
the lead-time: the time from the start to the target time, and
the initial uncertainty configuration.

I continuous minimization – minimize congestion at all times.
Here, initial conditions are less significant, and
competitiveness is even harder to achieve.



Query budget constraints

Most of our work has assumed that queries can be made at some
fixed frequency (say one query per unit of time). We want to
optimize congestion within this budget.

More recently, we have considered the dual problem: how can we
minimize query frequency to achieve a desired bound on
congestion.
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Previous results—single-shot congestion minimization

[Evans, K., Löffler, Staals @ SICOMP’16]
Achieving the intrinsic potential congestion (ply) a a fixed target
time is NP-hard, even if the entities are stationary.
Nevertheless, it is possible to guarantee a bound on the ply of
uncertainty regions at a fixed target time that is within a constant
factor of the intrinsic potential congestion.

I the constant factor includes dependencies on the dimension d ,
the number of speed classes s, the lead-time τ , and the
median of the times since the n entity locations were last
known precisely.

I the way in which these factors impact the competitive ratio is
understood precisely (via extremal examples)
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Previous results—continuous ply minimization

[Busto, Evans, K. @ SoDA’19]
In the continuous evaluation model we want to minimize potential
congestion at all times.

I there is a natural tradeoff...achieving minimum congestion at
one time may come at the cost of high congestion at other
times

I even stationary entity sets (where intrinsic congestion is
constant) may require significantly higher average potential
congestion

I but minimizing the potential congestion for stationary entity
sets can be done in a reasonably straightforward way, using a
weighted round-robin schedule
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Previous results—continuous ply minimization

A solution to a non-problem?

I No. The competition has to play by the same rules.

I Studying stationary sets helps factor out one component that
impacts unavoidable congestion

I intuition suggests that with sufficiently frequent queries
entities appear to be “almost” stationary
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Previous results—continuous ply minimization

How to handle non-stationary entities...

I treat “perceived” locations as true locations and simulate
stationary strategy

However,

I there exist dynamic entity sets
(i) that can be probed in such a way that some fixed potential
congestion is maintained at all times, but
(ii) with instantaneous configurations that would, if sustained,
force significantly higher potential congestion; and

I the task of constructing non-periodic query schedules to
accommodate changing query demands is not straightforward.
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Previous results—continuous ply minimization

Despite these difficulties, we are able to modify the strategy for
stationary entities to guarantee that it always achieves, up to a
constant, a given upper bound (promise) on the potential
congestion realized by any algorithm over a sufficiently large time
window.

This can be further modified to respond to changes in stationary
requirements over time, by modifying the promise with evidence of
infeasibility or super-feasibility.
The result is a fully-adaptive competitively-optimal potential
congestion minimization algorithm.
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Previous results—continuous ply minimization

Two additional problems had to be overcome:

I When we try to strengthen the promise we need to work with
location information based on old (weaker) promises

I When we weaken the promise, we need to ensure that we have
not paid too high a price for previous (overly strong) promises
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More recent results

Recent work has taken this same model in two new directions:

I [Evans, van der Hoog, K., Löffler @ EuroCG’22]
treatment of global measures of congestion potential
(specifically average degree of uncertainty graph). A constant
competitive strategy is developed for minimizing average
degree of the uncertainty regions of stationary points.

I [Evans, K. @ arXiv’22] treats the dual problem (minimizing
query frequency to guarantee a fixed bound on potential
congestion)
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What’s new?

Surprisingly, the dual problem exhibits a number of interesting new
features:

I two different views of query frequency: total queries over
some interval, and granularity (spacing) of queries. Our
strategies typically maintain competitive bounds on total
queries using optimal granularity

I Since frequency, unlike potential congestion, can be changed
smoothly, adaptivity is significantly easier.

I there is a more interesting interplay between the fixed target
time and continuous optimization versions: the former
provides a natural scheme for initializing conditions to be
sustained by the latter.



What’s new?

I competitive bounds are unusually strong: typically realized for
degree over all intervals, compared with clairvoyant strategies
that only guarantee low ply on restricted intervals.

I even though clairvoyant strategies are stronger in this setting
(constant competitive bounds are not possible), our strategies
are as competitive as any other deterministic strategy, and are
constant competitive if we relax our target for potential
congestion very slightly

I our strategies have a natural decentralized
implementation...the entities follow the protocol and
broadcast their location in turn.



Thanks for your attention


